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Right and
Responsibility
We have the right to
play and join in, but
some people might like
privacy.
We have the
responsibility to let
other people join in
and give them privacy
if they want it.
We have the right to
be safe. We have the
responsibility to
behave safely around
others and say nice
things to other people

Ok

Very Good

Perfect

Sounds like

Not many people joining in or
being allowed to. Some people
on their own and not just
because they want to.

Feels like

Some people feeling lonely
and not included but mainly
fine.
People hiding away in a huff
but mainly fine.
Not many kind things
overheard.

More people joining in
but still some people
on their own because
they want some time
to themselves.
Most people included
and happy apart from
some.
People having fun but
some unhappy faces.
Phrases being said like
do you want to come
and play but still a few
unkind things.

Everyone joining in and
playing happily. Some
people wanting privacy
and being allowed to
have it.
Everybody included
and happy with what
they’re doing.
Everybody included
and having fun.
Everybody saying nice
and encouraging things
using nice manners

Looks like
Sounds like

Feels like

A few people feeling hurt but Lots of people having
mostly having fun
fun but a few not
included

Everybody having fun
and playing happily
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We have the right to
our own opinion. We
have the responsibility
to listen to other
people’s opinions.

Looks like

Some people are being a bit
rough and some people being
hurt and falling over.

Sounds like

Some people having little
arguments or falling out with
each other.

Feels like

A few people feeling that
they are not being listened
to.
Some upset/angry faces

Looks like

Peer assessment once a month, if possible.
Occasional adult assessment of playground.
Review once a term
Use of filming as evidence too

Less people hurting
themselves and falling
because people are
being rough.
Fewer arguments and
more people getting
along. Still some people
having little niggles.
Most people feeling
that they can express
their opinions.
Most people happy and
relaxed.

Nobody falling over
because people are
being rough.
Nobody having
arguments and
everyone getting along.
Everybody understands
that it’s ok to have
opinions
Everybody enjoying
their free time

